
Visual guide for the
5km park run in

Corkagh Park
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Welcome to the park run for autism
supported by AsIAm
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The run will begin at 11am, Sunday
26th of May
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The St. Johns road entrance is the
carpark near the finish line
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There are 1000 people at this
event
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Corkagh park looks like this
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The event is a 5-Kilometre
run/walk/jog (or whatever pace

works for you)
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This is a dog-friendly event
� �
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*All dogs must be kept on a lead at all times. 

There are autism-friendly
accommodations….
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There is an autism- friendly
quiet tent located behind the

information/registration
desk
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Ear plugs will be available at 
the information/registration 
desk
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You can collect your registration pack
from the registration/information desk

The pack will include your jersey, jellies and a bottle of
water
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The race will be split in three
different sections

The first section will be for runners

The second section will be for joggers
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The third section for people with dogs
or buggies
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We’re here to help!
This is Michael � �
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This is Dermot � �
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This is Ciara � �
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